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WHY BUILD A BAT BOX?

Bats are one of our most helpful mammals. They help to pollinate plants,
spread seeds, and of course consume a huge number of insects. A single
bat can eat over a thousand insects in an hour. In fact, they can eat the
equivalent to their body weight in one night.

There are over 1,430 bat species in the world. 47 species are native to
North America and 40% of those species are endangered. Contrary to
popular belief, bats do not get entangled in human hair. In fact, they can
avoid obstacles as thin as a thread. Bats are rabid only as commonly as
any other mammal. And United States bats do not suck blood! (There are 3
species of bats native to Central and South America that subsist on blood.)

Bats locate prey through echolocations or bio sonar. But they are not blind,
though they are color blind. They fly erratically, partly as a way of trapping
insects in their skin membranes on their wings.

The most common local species we have in Norther California are Mexican
free-tailed bats and big brown bats. They are approximately 3 to 3 ½ inches
long, with a wing span of about 12-14 inches. The houses that we’ll be
building can house up to 50-100 of these bats. Bats usually don’t take flight
from the ground and need protection from predators (which is why boxes
need to be on a post rather than a tree). So t hey need to roost in a high
spot where they can fly unimpeded.



HOW TO BUILD A BAT BOX

PARTS
1 back,   14 x 27, plywood
2 sides,  1 ½ x 20, pine, beveled at top
1 top,      1 ½ x 11, pine, beveled edge
1 roof,     2 ¾ x 14 ½, cedar, beveled both edges
1 front,    6 ¾ x 14, beveled one edge
2 fronts,  7 x 14
1 post,    Recommend weather treated wood
Concrete for post

PROCEDURES

1. Draw a line one inch from the top of the back, on the rougher side.
2. Score groves all over the back, 1/16 deep, ¼ or less apart.
3. Put a bead of the caulk on the bottom face of the sides. Attach the 2

Sides along the edges of the back, one inch from the top, with 2
screws, 4* from the top and bottom. Pre-drill and countersink the
holes first.

4. Caulk the top and attack between sides with 2 screws.
5. Caulk the top face of the sides and top piece.
6. Attach the roof face with 2 screws, after caulking the bevel of the top.
7. Caulk the beveled edge of the first front front piece. Attach it with the

beveled edge against the bottom of the roof, with 2 screws on each
edge.

8. Attach the other front pieces with 2 screws on each edge
9. Drill a few small holes near the center of the front, to allow air

circulation.
10. Caulk all around the outside edges, wherever there are gaps or

voids. Caulk over the screws a bit. (You want to make it as waterproof
as possible).

11. Install post (more info below).



INSTALLATION AND CARE OF YOUR BAT BOX

Bat boxes should be located within ¼ or ½ mile from water. Pools or small

ponds may be sufficient. The houses should be mounted 12 to 20 feet

above the ground, away from any overhanging branches or wires. It is not

advisable to mount the houses in trees because of predators and

obstructions. Poles can be used. Or the houses can be mounted on a

barn, garage or houses. If mounted on a wall it is advisable to use backing

boards rather than attaching it flush against the wall. Bats can find their

way through ½* spaces. So if you attach the bat house to your house, be

sure to seal your attic.

Bats like their homes to be dry and warm. They prefer the interior to be

between 85 and 100 degrees. So it’s best to mount the houses in a south

or southeastern facing position. You can check the interior temperature by

attaching a thermometer on a pole. The houses should get between 6 to 8

hours of sunlight per day. To maintain the best temperature it is advisable,

in our climate, to paint the houses a light or medium brown to grey color.

It may be difficult to know if the house is occupied. Bats usually leave their

roost about 15 minutes after sunset. You can check inside the house

during the day with a flashlight. You can also look for guano -small black

drops- under the house. It’s also important to sweep them out periodically,

to remove any wasps that may have moved in. Bats leave in the winter

-either hibernating in a warm safe spot, or migrating to a warmer location.

Finally, don't get discouraged if you don't attract our friends right away. It

can take up to 2 or even 3 years for bats to move into a new home.



NORTHERN CALIFORNIA NATIVE BATS

Pallid Bat Antrozous pallidus

The Pallid Bat has large ears with brownish

coloring and eyes larger than the average

bat. They have a wingspan of 15-16 in. They

mainly eat insects and uniquely catch their

prey on the ground rather than in flight.

Mexican Free-Tailed Bat Tadarida brasiliensis

The Mexican Free-Tailed bat has a tail that

extends past it’s tail membrane unlike other

bats and a wingspan of 12-14in. They have also

been known to roost in caves with millions of

bats, the species consumes a lot of insects due

to their large communities.

Silver-Haired Bat Lasionycteris noctivagans

The Silver-Haired bat, like the name says, has

silver tipped hair covering its back with black hair

covering the rest of its body. Their wingspan is

10-12in and they eat mainly insects. The silver

haired bats are a tree

roosting species.

Western Red Bat Lasirurs blossevillii

The Western Red has uniquely dense and colored fur.

They are mainly solitary creatures, but in the summer

will gather into larger numbers to roost. They have a

wingspan of 11-13in. When roosting on a tree they cover

their back with their wings to resemble a dead leaf.

For more information on bats please visit: www.norcalbats.org or contact the

EDH CSD El Dorado Hills (eldoradohillscsd.org).

http://www.norcalbats.org
https://www.eldoradohillscsd.org/

